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295 pt
total
height

60 pt
stroke
width
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60 pt
space
width

24 pt
stroke
width
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the lockup of the mark of the corporation should only be used in speicific ways, and
restrictions are placed on certain uses of the corporate appearance.

the corporate mark
has many restrictions
and must be presented in a certain way.
the rounded lines
must remain the
same thickness and
all lines besides the
front diagonal must
remain the assigned
blue. addiitonally,
the display type
must remain typo
round regular, and
blue or the alternative white but
only on a blue
matching surface.
no external colors
should surround
the mark.

these are the correct
ways to display the
corporate mark. the
mark should have
much negative space
for readability. do
not warp, twist, or
otherwise distory the
mark as its perfect
circles are part of
the mark's
signature look.
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the colors chosen for the britair corporation are the british flag colors. britair's rich
integration with british culture is part of the brand identtity of the company.

Blue # 2d358f

White # ffffff

Red # ec1f26

the plain paper
white background
and blue 2d358f
can be interchanged
in special situations
where the background is dark, or
the spread or design
is the exact blue in
color. this switch
can happen with
either just the mark
or the full lockup.

BRANDING BASICS
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the letterforms for the typeface
Typo Round Regular, used in the lockup
for the brand.

the letterforms for the typeface
Lato Regular, used in the lockup
for the brand.

airlines should get to the point. people don't want gimmicks, they just want to get from
one location to another. some use airports easily, others need ease of access. britair is
committed to making flying easier than ever. that is why the main logo typeface is typo
round. being easy to read, britair reflects its values of being easy to use.

the primary
typeface used in
Britair's main logo
is Typo Round. It is
a clean, sans serif
typeface. In the
main logo, Typo
Round Regular is
the font utilized.

typo round regular
utilizes mathematical
geometry to display
a clean feel. it has no
serifs, adding to this
minimalistic feel, which
is a huge movement in
corporate branding today. the inside of the "a"
in britair's logo is mathematically round, a perfect circle. this relates
to the idea of airlines
and how streamlined
and mathematical each
flight is.

the secondary font, lato, is minimalistic, which is a huge movement in corporate branding today. it is geometrical, clean and
express accessibility and ease of
use; all important characteristics
of a successful airline.
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make an impression through the use of the hand deliverables that circulate through
the britair corporate workspace, other businesses, and travel centers around the
world. britair deliverables are designed to be sleek, minimal and modern, and tell
the competition about the high level of professionalism the corporation has to offer.
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the britair business
card features the
knockout version
of the corporate
mark. the flipped
side features the
clean, readable
lato typeface. high
contrast of the
marks make these
deliverables very
eye catching. all of
the reds and blues
match the
corporate mark.

the britair envelope is eye catching and easily recognizable by many different organizations handling corporate
mail. it contains just a minimal amount of graphics to obtain the essence of the corporation's branding.
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the britair stationary carries many of the minimal, contemporary colors and shapes seen on the corporate envelope.

DELIVERABLES
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today's corporate workforce demands more and more design for digital intent. britair
has a clean, contemporary presence in the digital marketing, design, and airline
workforce. marketing is simple yet recognizable, while bright displays such as computer and phone screens illuminate the truly saturated colors of the corporation.

britair digital resources are clean and minimal, and are about the user
experience. using bold, saturated colors that clearly categorize information, minimalism is a theme that carries from the print environment
into the digital one. britair's website is minimal and becomes adaptive
to whatever platform it is being accessed on: whether it be a desktop,
tablet or smartphone.
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Britair Airlines
Airline Corporation
www.britair.com

this is an animated web banner utilizing rhe same colors as the lockup and other
materials in the system. to attract viewers, colors should not be adjusted and should
deviate from the branding system in digital web advertising.
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the corporate mark is adjusted accordingly to fit square dimensions
proportionally. it still uses the same colors in the system.

SCREEN BRANDING
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britair's corporate branding stands out in printing. with its high contrast color system
along with its recognizable simplicity, britair's design for print works successfully
for audience retention. humor and accessability are emphasized in print advertising.
print ads will help the corporation reach a return from a more diverse demographic.
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the logo with typeface can either be presented in a horizontal or vertical fashion,
depending on how mediums will allow
the corporate branding to be presented.
for example, the horizontal version of
branding is utilized on a plane, while the
vertical branding could be utilized on a
business card.
STYLE GUIDE

print branding is designed to be minimal and clean, yet quirky and memorable at the
same time. this purpose of this type of advertising is to relate to consumers, so designs
should be clean, easy to read, and friendly in appearance.
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britair's marketing basis is on ease of use and accessability, while remaining friendly
and professional. that is the basis of the style of branding for airports and public
spaces. audiences will find britair's airport designs pleasant, recognizable and easy
to use. take a look at how the corporation presents itself to airport travelers.
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the logo with typeface can either be presented in a horizontal or vertical fashion,
depending on how mediums will allow
the corporate branding to be presented.
for example, the horizontal version of
branding is utilized on a plane, while the
vertical branding could be utilized on a
business card.
STYLE GUIDE
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any display of airport advertising should contain the britair logo, either the
original mark or the inverted one, in the bottom right corner. it is preferred that
logos have much padding for readability and brand association, while advertising imagery matches the blue=red theme of the branding.
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kiosks are unique, have a signature look, and are easily identifiable. britair
cheers member cards should match the same diagonal stroke lines, which is
part of the brand's signature look. the use of these diagonals are also on britair's
plane's tailfin design.
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even with FAA regulations, the britair
logo still pops on the boarding pass. the
boarding pass captures just the essence
of the branding of the corporation.

gate seat
12
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britair's branding, as any other airline's branding, spans across a diverse platform of
mediums in visual appearance. take a look at how this signature airline's style can be
applied to other mediums such as billboards, airplanes, corporate workspaces,
promotional merchandise, and uniforms.
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britair has signature plane graphics. the plane features the same exhilerating
blue and red color system, while remaining professional, durable and trustworthy to consumers. any advertising featuring plane graphics should not alter
the actual appearance of real plane graphics.
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if alternative advertising solutions, such as the billboard above, contain large
text involving britair's website, there is no need to include the lockup in the
design. adding another lockup to the design will clutter, affecting consumer
readability. please assure that the corporation name, britair, is easily readable.
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like other visual advertising in the britair marketing system, logos and marks of the corporation are left with much
padding so that a clear view of the mark is visible, like on the bottom of this in-flight cup. design elements should be
applied sparingly, as minimalism is a huge part of accessability, a theme of the britair corporation. please keep colors
red, white and blue, particularly the ones utilized in the branding system.

the branding uses the knockout version of the corporate lockup on merchandise that is darker. it is asked that the blue on this merchandise
matches the blue on the inverted lockup.
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the male pilot uniform involves a jacket with gold buttons, badge and a coordinating pants color. it is lighter than the standard male uniform, shown far right.
all colors used in fabric are tonal variations derived from the blue and red color
system featured in the britair style guide.

the female uniform for the corporation includes a skirt and
jacket with a collar. the fabric colors are more muted than
the marketing materials to soothe uneasy passengers.
the red fabric is a toned version of cardinal red fabric.
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this is an example of the corporate workspace at corporate britair. like the branding, the space is minimal, contemporary, and
breaks down to the essence of what britair stands for. the blues in the architecture should be matched as closely as possible to
the colors utilized in the system.
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